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ABSTRACT We define big data as a data that is too big to fit in main memory resulting to a structure requirement on the data. The word “index” or “metadata” suggest that there are underlying data and structures. These structure scale to much larger sizes while efficiently using the memory hierarchy. This paper describes the study and outlines the underlying data structure for managing big data with particular attention to linear data structures (stack and queues) and nonlinear data structures (tree and graph). Furthermore; It explains how we can work with large amounts of data and still achieves high performance in small time frame and with lower space usage or other words, what is called time and space complexity. Finally this paper poses some threatening questions and issues on big data and gives recommendation for further exploration and some reading lists with some research questions. Keywords: Data, Big data, Structure, Stack, Queue, Tree and Graph



1. INTRODUCTION It is rooted in the expression; “create indexes on a table with 1billion users in 20 minutes and use 1 year to build the indexes on it”. We define big data as a data that is too big to fit in main memory resulting to a structure requirement on the data. The word “index” or “metadata” suggest that there are underlying data and structures. These structure scale to much larger sizes while efficiently using the memory hierarchy. According to McKinsey, [1] Big Data refers to datasets whose size are beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and analyze. There is no explicit definition of how big a dataset should be in order to be considered Big Data. New technology has to be in place to manage this Big Data phenomenon. IDC defines Big Data technologies as a new generation of technologies and architectures designed to extract value economically from very large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling high velocity capture, discovery and analysis. According to O’Reilly, “Big data is data that exceeds the processing capacity of conventional database systems. The data is too big, moves too fast, or does not fit the structures of existing database architectures. To gain value from these data, there must be an alternative way to process it.”[2].
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Reference [4] defined data structure as a collection of data elements whose organization is characterized by accessing operations that are used to store and retrieve the individual data element. This is very easy when it comes to minute data but surprisingly easier when it comes to big data with proper structure as this paper will disclose! We also know that data are transferred in blocks between RAM and Disk, and this block transfers dominate the running time of a machine processor. Therefore, for computation to perform faster with large elements, the block sizes of data are reduced to a significant size as to fit the memory allowable size for optimal performance. This will undoubtedly result to a complex structure of the data but with reduced time processing and faster sorting. More still, computer uses a fetch execution cycle to carry out pipelining operations on the instructions register. By this, computer performs instruction one after another (block of sizes) in the case of too big a task, it queues or stacks it. However, there could be a problem with the latter data structure but fortunately; there is a way to work around it. It is explored in the succeeding part of this article. Random access goes with Tree and Graph. B



RAM DISK M Figure 1: Performance bounds parameterized by block size B, memory size M, and data size N



2. Characteristics of Big Data Big Data is not just about the size of data but also includes data variety and data velocity. Together, these three attributes form the three Vs of Big Data.



Velocity Volume



Variety



Figure 2: The three V’s of Big Data Volume is synonymous with the “big” in the term, “Big Data”. Volume is a relative term – some smaller sized organizations are likely to have mere gigabytes or terabytes of data storage as opposed to the petabytes or exabytes of data that big global enterprises have. Data volume will continue to grow, regardless of the organization’s size. There is a natural tendency for companies to store data of all sorts: financial data, medical data, environmental data and so on. Many of these companies’ datasets are within the terabytes range today but, soon they could reach petabytes or even exabytes. Data can come from a variety of sources (typically both internal and external to an organization) and in a variety of types. With the explosion of sensors, smart devices as well as social networking, data in an enterprise has become complex because it includes not only structured traditional relational data, but also semi-structured and unstructured data.
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Structured data: This type describes data which is grouped into a relational scheme (e.g., rows and columns within a standard database). The data configuration and consistency allows it to respond to simple queries to arrive at usable information, based on an organization’s parameters and operational needs. Semi-structured data [7]: This is a form of structured data that does not conform to an explicit and fixed schema. The data is inherently self-describing and contains tags or other markers to enforce hierarchies of records and fields within the data. Examples include weblogs and social media feeds. Unstructured data: This type of data consists of formats which cannot easily be indexed into relational tables for analysis or querying. Examples include images, audio and video files. The velocity of data in terms of the frequency of its generation and delivery is also a characteristic of big data. Conventional understanding of velocity typically considers how quickly the data arrives and is stored, and how quickly it can be retrieved. In the context of Big Data, velocity should also be applied to data in motion: the speed at which the data is flowing. The various information streams and the increase in sensor network deployment have led to a constant flow of data at a pace that has made it impossible for traditional systems to handle. Handling the three Vs helps organizations extract the value of Big Data. The value comes in turning the three Vs into the three Is: • Informed intuition: predicting likely future occurrences and what course of actions is more likely to be successful. • Intelligence: looking at what is happening now in real time (or close to real time) and determining the action to take • Insight: reviewing what has happened and determining the action to take. 2.1 Linear Data Structure Approach In linear data structure memory allocation may be classified as static allocation and dynamic allocation. In static allocation, a fixed size of memory is reserved before loading and execution of a program. If that reserved is not sufficient or too large in amount then it may cause failure of program or waste of memory space. There are two methods of stack implementations: static and dynamic. Static stack implementation uses array while dynamic stack implementation can be achieved using linked list as it is a dynamic data structure. The limitation of static data structure can be removed using dynamic implementation. The memory is efficiently utilized with pointers. Memory is allocated only after element is inserted to the stack. The stack can grow or shrink but for our purposes; the stack will continue to grow with a proportionate growth in speed of processing, notwithstanding, the liked list approach is pertinent. However if a small and/or fixed amount of data is being dealt with, it is often simpler to implement the stack in form of array.



3. Implementation of Stack Using Linked List When a stack is implemented as a linked list, each node in the linked list contains that data and a pointer that give location of the next node in the list. In this implementation there is no need to declare the size of the stack in advance since we create nodes dynamically as we delete them dynamically. A pointer variable TOP is used to point to the top element of the stack. Initially, top is set to NULL to indicate an empty stack. Whenever a new element is to be inserted in the stack, a new node is created and the element is inserted onto the node. Then TOP is modified to point to this new node.
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4. Application of Stack Stacks have many applications. For example, a processor execute program when a function call is made, the call function must know where to return back the program, so the current address of program execution is pushed onto the stack. Once the function is finished, the address that was saved is removed from the stack and execution of the program resumes. The reason for function-use in a program is to segment large or long program of codes in block. In doing so, blocks of code become distinct and readable, easily maintained and runs fast. If a series of function call occurs, the successive return values are pushed onto the stack Last-In-First-Out order so that each function return back to the calling program. Stack support recursive call in the same manner as conventional non recursive call. Recursive functions are function that calls back itself each time that it runs.  0)) recursive(substr($str, 1)); echo substr($str,0,1); return; } ?> //Recursive function using PHP Stacks are also used by compilers in the process of evaluating expressions and generating machine language code. Two simple applications of stacks are described below: Reversal of string: We can reverse a string by pushing it on the stack. When the whole string is pushed on the stack we will pop the characters from the stack and we’ll get the meaningful reverse string.



INPUT: EVAD*HTIAF*IEDUWGE



OUTPUT: EGWUDEI*FAITH *DAVE



E G W U D E I * F A I T H * D A V E Figure 3: FIFO Operation



Evaluation of arithmetic expression: Stacks can also be applicable in the evaluation of arithmetic expression. Given an expression in postfix notation. Using stack they can be evaluated as follows: • Scan or traverse the symbol from left to right
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if the scanned symbol is an operand, push it onto the stack if the scanned symbol is an operator, pop two element from the stack perform the indicated operation push the result on the stack repeat the above procedure till the end of the input is encountered



• • • • •



5. The Queue Approach Queue is a linear data structure in which removal of elements is done in the same order they were inserted. The elements will be removed first which was first inserted. That is, First in First out (FIFO). Insertion takes place at the rear and deletion takes place at the front. 5.1 Implementation of Queue Using Circular Queue In the earlier implementation of queue, we learnt that shifting a queue element must be done to the left most direction of the array to make free space available at the rear end in case of insertion of new elements when ‘rear’ is equal to ‘size of the array’ -1and front is not equal to 0. So in case of queue with large number of element, shifting the queue elements has to make wastage which is a drawback of queue, so to remove this drawback, circular queue implementation is used. In case of circular queue implementation, if ‘rear’ is equal to (size of the queue) -1 and ‘front’ is not equal to 0 then a new element is inserted into the array at the subscript value 0th position. So here the array is imagined as a circular list. Here if the value of ‘rear’ or front is (size of queue) -1 then next value of ‘rear’ or ‘front’ is 0 otherwise the next value of the ‘rear’ or ‘front’ will be one more than the earlier value. In this implementation, the front and the rear are initialized with the value -1. The overflow condition is “‘front’ is equal to the next value of the rear’s recent value” and underflow condition is “‘front’ is equal to ‘-1.’ In this implementation, if ‘front’ is equal to ‘rear’ then it means that there is only one element available in the circular queue. But in some of the other implementation if front is equal to rear then it means that the circular queue is empty. Table 1: Let us illustrate: 0 1 2 3 4 5



10



front = -1 rear = -1



front = 0 rear = 0



10 11



front = 0 rear = 1



10 11 12



front = 0 rear = 3



10 11 12 13



front = 0 rear = 3



11 12 13



front = 1 rear = 3



Table 2 0 1 2 3 4



16 11 12 13 14



12 13 14
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5 6



15 front = 1



front = 2



rear = 4



front = 2



rear = 4



rear = 5



15 front = 2



15 front = 2



rear = 0



rear = 1



15



front = 3 rear = 0



Non-Linear Data Structure Approach



5. The Tree Approach A tree [8] is a nonlinear data structure, where the specially designated node called root and rest of the data/node are divided into n subsets. Where each subset follows the properties of tree and value of n is greater than or equal to zero. Again our attention is on the conservation of memory space, as a data structure grows complex and quite large. In a tree approach, binary is a type of a tree which is either empty or has at most two sub-trees also called a binary tree. It means each node in a binary tree can have 0, 1 or 2 subset. For example; A binary tree is said to be full if all the level contains maximum possible nodes In a full binary tree [9] Ith level will have 2i element/node If h is the height of a full binary tree. Then number of leaf node of the tree will be: 2h The number of internal node of the tree will be 1 + 2 + 22 ....... + 2h-1 = 2h-1 Total number of node will be Number of internal node + number of leaf node = 2h+2h-1 22h-1 2h+1 – 1 For a full binary tree, number of internal node = number of leaf node -1 For a full binary tree having n nodes n= number of internal node + number of leaf node Number of leaf node = n-number of internal node = n – (number of leaf node -1) Number of leaf node = (n+1)/2 Height of a full binary tree is log2 (number of leaf) = log2 (n+1)/2 For binary tree of height h can at level I it can have maximum 2i nodes Maximum Number of nodes in the tree can be 1+22 + 23 +……+ 2h = 2h+1 – 1 Minimum Number of nodes in the tree can be = h+1 For a binary tree having n nodes Maximum height of the tree can be = n+1 For a binary tree having n nodes Maximum height of the tree can be = n-1 Minimum height of the tree can be log2 (n+1)/2 Implementation of Tree Using A Linked List Binary tree, according to [10] can be represented into the memory in two ways (sequential and linked list representation). Sequential representation can be redundant and waste a lot of memory space. We are going to focus
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on the latter representation for our intent. In linked list representation, representation of each data on structure is called “node”, each node contain tree field’s data part and two pointers to contain the address of the left child and the right child. If any node has its left or right child empty then it will have in its respective link field, a null value. A leaf node has a null value in both of its links. Advantages of link list representation of binary tree • • •



No wastage of memory Enhancement of the tree is possible Insertion and deletions involve no data movement, only rearrangement of pointers



Figure 4: Balanced binary tree with buffers of size B Insert + delete • •



Send insert delete messages down from the root and store them in buffer When buffer is filled up, flush.



Point queries cost 0 (logB N) = 0(logB N) •



This is the tree height



Insert cost 0(logB N)/ B •



Each flush cost O(1) and I/Os and flushes B elements



This mean that the data structure can be made platform independent i.e., work simultaneously for all values of B and M



7. The Graph Approach A graph database contains nodes, edges and properties to represent and store data. In a graph database, every entity contains a direct pointer to its adjacent element and no index look-ups are required. A graph database is useful when large-scale multi-level relationship traversals are common and is best suited for processing complex many-to-many connections such as social networks. A graph may be captured by a table store that supports recursive joins such as
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BigTable and Cassandra. [7] Graphs are frequently used in all works of life. A map is a well known example of a graph. In map for example various connections are made between the cities. The cities are connected via road, rail way line and aerial networks. For example a graph that contains the cities of Nigeria connected by the means of road. We can assume that the graph is the interconnection of cities by roads. If we provide our office or home address to someone by drawing the roads, shops etc in a pieces of paper for easy representation, then that will also be a good example of graph. Practical Problem Illustration Using Third main land bridge Two island A and B (A is Lagos Island and B is Lagos mainland) are formed by parallel ocean in Lagos State and are connected by three bridges as shown in the figure below. The township people wondered whether they could start from any land areas walk over each bridge exactly once and return to the starting point. OBALENDE CMS



3rd Mainland



A



B



Figure 5: The 3rd Mainland Bridge Problem Memory efficiency There are several different ways to represent a graph in computer memory. The two main representations are (a) Adjacent Matrix and (b) Adjacent list. As usual, our attention is focused on the representation that makes best use of memory location which is the adjacent list representation. But briefly, let’s see that adjacent matrix. Adjacent list representation of graph Suppose G (V,E) is simple graph (directed/ undirected) with n vertices and e edge, the adjacent list have n heads nodes corresponding to n vertices of graph G, each of which point to a singly link list of nodes adjacent to the vertex representing to the head node. In contrast to adjacency matrix representation would generally report a complexity of O(n+e) or O(n+2e) based on whether graph is directed or undirected respectively, thereby rendering them efficient. Research questions There are still research questions: • • •



What if blocks have different sizes? There’s a write-back cost? (Complexity unknown.)? Least Recently Used: LRU may be too costly to implement (clock algorithm)?
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6. Conclusion Big data as data that is too big or does not fit into the structure of existing database architecture. Hence, this article explained that the volume, velocity and variety of data used by any organization should be considered before building a database for that organization so as to produce efficient performance and on-time service delivery. We also explained the static and dynamic ways of allocating memory to a data structure using the stack and queue methods so as to ensure efficient insertion or removal of elements from any position in a sequence.
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